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Performance of Emerging Market 
firms matters to Growth 

 
Customers, Suppliers & Distributors 

 
Ç Sales:  Channel efficiency & capacity 

 
Ç Profits:  Market stability & size 



Challenges:  faced by emerging market firms 

Small  
(Hsieh & Klenow 2014; Jensen & Miller 2014) 
 

Stunted Growth (e.g. sales)  
(Hsieh & Klenow 2014; Schoar 2010) 
 

Lack Prosperity (e.g. profits) 
(Banerjee & Duflo 2011; Bloom & Van Reenen 2010; 
Collins et al. 2012) 

? 



Recommendations:  to increase sales & profits 

•  Institutions (e.g. property rights) 

 

•  Information (e.g. registration) 

•  Human Capital (e.g. health) 

•  Financial Capital (e.g. credit) 

•  Managerial Capital (e.g. financial skills) 

Micro-level solutions 
for Small Firms: 

-  Finance focused 
-  Evidence mixed 

(see Acemoglu et al 2005; Beck et al 2006; Bloom et al 2010; Bruhn et al 2010; Duflo et al 2012; Hsieh & Olken 2014; 
Jensen 1998; Karlan & Appel 2012; Nichter et al 1999; Tybout 2000; Sachs 2006) 

Marketing Skills? 



Doubts:  about business skills 

Policy Makers 
Researchers 

Experts 

Muhammad Yunus, 
Nobel Laureate: 
“[The poor] do not need us to teach 
them how to survive; they already 
know.  So rather than waste our 
time teaching them new skills, we 
try to make maximum use of their 
existing skills.  Giving the poor 
access to credit allows them to 
immediately put into practice the 
skills they already know.” (1999) 



Results 

What is the effect of business skills on performance? 
-  Marketing: Ç survival 9.7%, employees 62%, sales 69%, profits 86% 
-  Finance: Ç survival 12.7%, sales 39%, employees 33%, profits 75% 

How do business skills influence performance? 
-  Marketing:  growth focus 
-  Finance:  efficiency focus 

Who benefits more from business skills? 
-  Marketing:  firm owners who are less exposed 
-  Finance:  firm owners who are more established 
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lnnovations:  to improve signal-to-noise ratio 

“Business Skills” Training for small firms 

Prior Studies 
(see McKenzie & Woodruff 2012) 

Our Study 

Sample: heterogeneous homogeneous 

Intervention: weaker stronger 

Functional focus: general specific 

Measurement: paper electronic 



  Sampling 
-  12 researchers recruited firms over 10 weeks in greater Cape Town 
-  832 firms in initial sample (generalizes to population of firms in South Africa) 



  Sectors 
-  15 industries account for 60% of sample 
-  Heterogeneity in manufacturers vs. resellers vs. service providers 



  Descriptives 
-  1.50 employees; R13,750 monthly sales; R3,840 monthly profits 
-  38% registered; 5 years operating; 53 hours/week; 6% accessed loans 
-  39 years; 46% female; 62% graduated highschool; 86% black/colored 



  Registration & Baseline 
-  5 training center locations: urban, suburban and slum areas 
-  Hired actors and used a ‘lottery’ cover story 



  Randomization 
-  832 firms randomly assigned into 3 groups 
-  Check: groups do not differ (outcomes, covariates & extra variables) 
 



  Interventions 
-  10 modules (weekly):  concentrate on one business function for duration 
-  Focused on changing business behaviors 
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Attendance 
 
 

 

Knowledge Test 
 
 

 

  Intervention Checks 
-  Two different courses:  marketing/sales vs. finance/accounting 
-  Comparability 

§  Attendance, Graduation, Knowledge (actual behavior) 
§  Participation (scored by RAs) 
§  Evaluation (self-report) 
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  Midline & Endline 
-  20+ researchers collected data (at business locations; 8 weeks per survey round) 
-  New electronic tool (more precise measurement of sales, costs, profits) 



What:  Effects on Performance 
The change in a business outcome over time. 



Survival 
 

Marketing: Ç 9.7%**   Finance: Ç 12.7%*** 





Employees 
 

Marketing: Ç 61.9%***   Finance: Ç 32.9%*** 





Sales 
 

Marketing: Ç 69%**   Finance: Ç 39%* 





Profits 
 

Marketing: Ç 86%*   Finance: Ç 75%* 



 

$300 = R3,000… 
 

Monthly salary for one FTE at a large corporate! 
 



How:  Pathways to Profits 
The channel through which a business increases net income. 
 
Two pathways: 
 

i.  Growth Focus  
o  utilization: e.g. changing sales staff incentives 
o  allocation: e.g. planning product line adjustments 
 

ii.  Efficiency Focus 
o  utilization: e.g. tracking the cost of goods 
o  allocation: e.g. separating personal-business expenditures 



‘Growth’ Policies 



Sales Ratio 
(all firms) 

(Sales post) – (Sales pre) 
(Sales pre) 

x [100%] 

Sales Ratio 
(surviving firms) 



Employment Ratio 
(all firms) 

(Employees post) – (Employees pre) 
(Employees pre) 

x [100%] 

Employment Ratio 
(surviving firms) 



‘Efficiency’ Policies 



Costs Ratio 
(all firms) 

(Costs post) – (Costs pre) 
(Costs pre) 

x [100%] 

Costs Ratio 
(surviving firms) 



Output-Input Ratio 
(all firms) 

(Output-Input post) – (Output-Input pre) 
(Output-Input pre) 

x [100%] 

Output-Input Ratio 
(surviving firms) 



‘Growth’ Practices 



Market Research 

[ % implementing >3 of 5 activities ] 



1)  Market Research 



Marketing Tactics 

[ % implementing >3 of 5 activities ] 



2)  Marketing Tactics 



Sales Tactics 

[ % implementing >3 of 5 activities ] 



3)  Sales Tactics 



ALL 15 MARKETING PRACTICES 

[ % implementing >10 of 15 activities ] 



ALL 15 MARKETING PRACTICES 



ALL 15 MARKETING PRACTICES 



‘Efficiency’ Practices 



Financial Tracking 

[ % implementing >3 of 5 activities ] 



4)  Financial Tracking 



Financial Analyzing 

[ % implementing >3 of 5 activities ] 



5)  Financial Analyzing 



Financial Planning 

[ % implementing >3 of 5 activities ] 



6)  Financial Planning 



[ % implementing >10 of 15 activities ] 

ALL 15 FINANCE PRACTICES 



ALL 15 FINANCE PRACTICES 



ALL 15 FINANCE PRACTICES 



Who benefits more:  Exposure 

The variety of market contexts  
in which a business owner has had experience. 

 
 
Marketing training – and inducing a ‘growth focus’ – may increase profits more 
when owners have been less exposed to different business contexts (ex ante). 
 
§  Shifting Attention:  look outside existing business context. 
§  Expanding Associations:  new perspectives on managing customers, 

distributors, suppliers. 



Background factors to proxy for business owner’s exposure to 
different contexts prior to start of training. 
§  0 score: if owner was not exposed to any of the background factors. 
§  5 score: if owner was exposed to all five factors in her prior background. 

 
Questions:  (1= yes; 0= no) 
1. Previously held a salaried job in a company with at least 20 different products/

services. 
2. Previously held a salaried job in at least five different companies. 
3. Previously held a salaried job in a company with at least 50 employees. 
4. Lived outside my current state/province for longer than five years. 
5. Speak more than two languages fluently. 

Exposure:  composite of 5 items 











Who benefits more:  Established 

The extent to which a business owner has been operating her 
current business in a more permanent manner. 

 
 
Finance training – and inducing an ‘efficiency focus’ – may increase profits 
more when owners have been running established businesses (ex ante). 
 
§  Some Sales:  need to have money coming ‘in’ to business before the owner 

can learn how to manage it more effectively. 
§  Some Scale:  with increased size and structure comes greater potential for 

improvements in reducing costs, managing inventory/inputs, etc. 



Factors to proxy for extent to which a business was more established 
prior to start of training (i.e. measured pre-treatment). 
§  0 score: if owner was considered less established on all of the firm factors. 
§  5 score: if owner was considered more established on all five factors. 

 
Questions: 
1. Years in Operation (1= above median; 0 = below). 
2. Capital at Startup (1= above median; 0 = below). 
3. Structure of Business Location, which measures the physical size and 

permanency of the business premises (1= above median; 0 = below). 
4. Firm Size, as per total paid employees (1= above median; 0 = below). 
5. Registered Business (1= if participant’s business had been formally registered 

with the government; 0 = if not registered). 

Established:  composite of 5 items 











•  Missing Middle: not just about macro solutions & money 
-  business skills training can play a central role 

•  Policy Circles: finance training (alone) doesn’t work 
-  finance skills:  efficiency may depend on level of establishment 
-  marketing skills:  growth may depend on prior exposure 

•  Developing Countries: focus on ‘subsistence’ firms 
-  opportunity for greater impact by screening on growth potential 

Implications 


